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Updates from draft-ietf-sacm-requirements-09

• Addressed issues posted on GitHub

• One remaining issue: Data Model or Op DM-006 Provider Identification: The interfaces and actions in the data model MUST include the ability to identify data from a specific provider. For example, a SACM consumer should be able to request all data to come from a specific provider (e.g. Provider A) as there can be a larger set of providers.

  - It can be viewed as an operation of Data Model
Next Steps

• Resolve last comment and revise to v11
• When does the WG feel this is ready for WGLC?
Updates from draft-ietf-sacm-architecture-04

• Addressed issues posted on GitHub
• 10 still show as open:
  - Some still need to be reviewed by commenter(s)
  - Some still need further updates
• One new item for discussion:
  - Question raised: is a NEA Client a SACM Collector or an internal provider?
    • Should this be clarified in Architecture examples?
Next Steps

• Update outstanding GitHub issues (or resolve in new draft version)
• There are still some unfinished sections:
  – Section 3.1.3: Examples of Providers/Consumers
  – Section 6: Component Capabilities
  – Section 7: Example Workflows